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ONE-THIRD OF AMERICA DIES BEFORE ITS DAY

In Europe .the:Duration of Ltfe Has
Doubled in Tfirec ;and One-Half Ccn.
curies

Siatistics <or Ind«a Show the Average
Duration ot LifeThere To Be Less Than
Twenty -five Years. In Massachusetts
It Is Forty-five Years. Is Sweden Ovct
Fifty Years

'effected, although- the death rate is still undoubtedly
high. .Diarrhoea, "enteritis and meningitis," the great- .'.'\u25a0\u25a0

est reapers of \ the young, are preventable.

The u
mortality' from certain special diseases has

greatly • decreased. The tuberculosis ,death rate is,
now in England only one-third ofv what it^was 70
years ,ago. The death rate tfrorn pneumonia now
equals v that of tuberculosis. Typhoid, fever is de-
creasing. In Munich.the reduction in:deathfrate in

30 years ,was 97 per cent. In Lawrence^ Mass., after
the public -

water -was filtered in 1893 the typhoid
'

feverirate fell? from;105 to 22. It has' been shown that
any community/ ha'vjng clean water and a rioninfected
milk supply may be free from typhoid. Smallpox
has greatly decreased since vaccination has been em-
ployed. r

- And since *it;was v found that, a species* of
'

mosquito ;transmitted - the disease yellow. fever has
practically disappeared. from America.

LARGELY PREVENTABLE
It has experts that at least 85

per cent of typhoid fever is-preventable. \u25a0; Asmiich as ;:

75 per cent of.tuberculosis should not'exist. At least
50 per -centiof the other less prominerit^diseases'might ;?
be prevented. 7-"Altogether:more than 40 per \u25a0 cent of
deaths' are premature.. The. condition, then, "is seen
to 'be :one demanding grave' attention. With' one-;

'thirtieth :of the population ;of the country on the ;sick
list and at .least another" thirtieth handicapped • and
burdened by his invalidism; loss -to national ef-
ficiency, assumes <an astonishing proportion.; X

We must have :.pure air; -pure water,;pure; milk,

each year's earning capacity for adults at only $700,

the economic gain to be .obtained from preventing
preventable diseases exceeds one and a half billions
annually. This gain, or the lengthening and strength-
ening of life which it measures, can be secured
through medical investigation and practice, school
and factory hygiene, restriction* of labor of women
and children, the education' of the people in both pub-

lic |md private hygiene, and through improving the
efficiency of municipal, state and national health serv-
ice.
Ibelieve this compasses the situation in a general

way. Affairs are not in any terribly alarming state.

More lives are being saved today than ever before in
the history of the world. Modern discoveries have
advanced our science of prevention, to a high.point.
\\%. take now to the motto of Pasteur: "It is within
the power of man to rid himself of every parasitic
disease."

Qur death rate is improving—lmean growing less,
of coucse. As duration of lifeincreases the death rate
decreases. Under normal conditions, where the pop-

ulation is stationary, that is, neither increasing iior
decreasing, the death rate and the duration of lifeare
reciprocal. Ifthe death rate is 20 per 1,000 the dura-
tion of"life willbe 1,000 divided*by 20,'-which/makes
50 years. .
AFFECTED BY IMMIGRATION

This relation is disturbed, however, in most coun-
tries today, and especially in America, by immigra-
tion and emigration and by the birth rate being in
excess of the death rate. In the registration area^.of

ithe United States the death rate is 16.5 per 1,000; in
France it is 20, in India 42. In different states of the

United States it varies from 14 in Michigan to 18 in
New York. It is higher in the city than in 'the coun-
try, and the larger the city the greater the death rate.

Also among the poor it is greater than among the

Death rates have been decreasing, for several«cen-
turies. In London, where now the death rate is only
15; it was during the seventeenth and. eighteenth cen-
turies 40 to 50, and during 1680' to 1728 it rose as high
as 60. Similar reduction .has also been experienced

,in this country. In Havana the death rate after the
American occupation fell from..'more than .so to
about 20.- : .'\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0-. '.':-\u25a0'

Among children the greatest reduction has been

MORE than a third of the people who die
annually in the United States die of pre-

ventable diseases. But the time willcome
when this can not be said. The fight against

disease is being waged now, and it will wage more
strongly. In a hundred years the nations will war
against it, and not against each other. The span of

life willbe lengthened. People willlive more useful
lives. The economic gain, measured in dollars, will

be counted into the billions.
There is no ironlaw of mortality. Recent statistics

for India show that the average duration of life there
is les« than 25 years. In Sweden *it is more than 50
years, and in Massachusetts 45 years. The length of
life is increasing wherever sanitary science and pre-

ventive medicine are applied. In India it is station-
ary. In Europe it has doubled in three and a half
centuries.

The rate of increase during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries was about four- years a century,

during the latter half of the nineteenth century about

17 years a century, and in Germany, where medical
and sanitary science has reached the highest devel-*
opment, about '27 3rears a century" The only compar-

ative statistics available in this country are in.Mas-
sachusetts, where life is lengthened at the rate of
about 14 years a century, or naif the rate in Germany.

There is no need, however, of waiting a century for
this increase. It could*be obtained within a genera-

tion.
Three-fourths of the cases of tuberculosis, from

which 150,000 Americans die annually, could be avoid-

c^. For 90 different causes of death there is a ratio
of preventability. From these data it is found that

at least 15 years could be added to the average human
lifetimeby applying the science of preventing disease.
More than half of this additional life would come
from the prevention of tuberculosis, typhoid and five
other diseases.

"
PRIME CAUSE OF MORTALITY

Bad air, water, milk and flies—these are prime

causes for our long death rolls.
At all times there are about 3,000,000 persons seri-

ously illin^he United States, of whom about 500,000
are consumptives. Fully half of this illness is pre-,

ventable.
If each life lost be appraised at only $1,700 and
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-the statistics,' experience arid estimates of. 18 physi-
• cians as to the, preventability of each of the list of

90. causes of death, we find that the length of life
could easily be increased from 45 to 60 years. , -

; .... The principal- reductions would be;. from infantile
diarrhoea and enteritis, more /than 60 per cent "of

. .which could be prevented, with the result of. an" addi-
v

• tion to : the average
-

length of life'? ofi2J32 • years.

. 1Broncho-pneumonia, 'also an infant disease, could be i

prevented to the extent 'of'50. per. ceritl . . :

.SEVENTY PER:CENT PREVENTABLE
Meningitis,.which *is'usually;fatal at the age*of 2, :

could- be preyentedbyjat least ;70>per;cent. '\u25a0. Eighty- '
;.;"five pericent of v the; deaths »by; typhoid fever are^un- '

necessary, and if'avoided; would 'lengthen life4at;least :

.-, two-thirds; of a
-
year. It[would?be jfeasible -to prevent ,i

atfleast 75 per cent- ofI
'
cases of-tuberculosis of-the .!

"lungs;and[{thereby! to|lengthen';life:by :upward/of;t\yo ;

years. Iffth'e deaths rfrom violence .were reducedrbnly\:-<
35 per.? cent 'human "life wouldvbedricreasedlby \u25a0nearly "i

. a ycar.^Thc* prevention ofl4s* per cent of :cases :of -' i

of.newhealth ideals leading, ina general way, as they
must,. to healthier marriages. With increase of knowl-
edge the period,of education or preparation must
constantly increase. . This fact creates a need for a
longer life,-with the later periods of life increased in
proportion. Itwillresult in the creation of a popula-tion,containing a large number of vigorous oilmen'

The movement to secure a more iriteHicent national
organization of health is now being pushed. Wha-

'

is.needed.isthat the federal government should make*
the.national capital a model of sanitation, should providelor:more investigation inhealth matters and the
Qissemmation of information ton the prevention oftuberculosis, etc., should co-operate further with state

'
and;municiparauthorities and should check the pollu

"
tion ;of;interstate streams and ;prev^t:-the Wsniis^sion;of disease bearing mca ts orrother food from one
state^a^other. Xastly,

rit should secure some meth-od ;of.collecting, statistical information asto ournauonahmortalityand^orbidity.- Our shortcomings
m;this:respect a4e now a national disgrace.

'

pneumonia would lengthen life by almost a year.

These 'seven causes could easily be reduced by

these amounts so as to lengthen life by eight years.
This could be done simply through insistence by the
public on pure milk,pure water, pure air and reason-
able protection from accident.

The estimate of 15 years' prolongation of life is a
minimum because/ first, it takes no account bf future
medical discoveries, such as a method of curing or
preventing cancer and of postponing old age; second,

it takes little account of the cumulative influence of
hygiene; third,.it takes no account of the racial effects

ward off;flies and keep in condition. Hygiene-must,
be-practiced in -three ways—public, semipublic and
personal. The first refers' to governmental regula-

tion"of health, the second -to professional- or institu-.
tional care, the third to' the private life of the indi-
vidual and the family.
'

The protection offered by-a city's health" board is
greater and more important than the protection of.

\u25a0'the .-police and fire departments. Few citizens realize
this. Much as is done by these boards, there is enor-
mous room for improvement, both in making.regula-

tions and enforcing them by the aid of a more en-
<lightened public opinion. :The menace from spitting
and that from air vitiation by smoke are cases ,in
point. Prime air is enjoyed, by only, a small fraction •

of our countrymen. The transmission of disease by

insects needs to be checked. A constant cause of
mortality amongyinfants is an impure milkr supply.

The same danger exists iiv other dairy products-

cream, butter, cheese and ice cream.
Longevity has been oil the increase for 350 years .

and is now increasing more rapidly than ever. Using/
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One of the Prime Causes of Mortality—Bad Air

A Constant Cause of Mortality Among Infanta
Is an Impure Milk.Supply.' : -

:Three-fourths ofTuberculosis, from wm«;h 150.-^.
000 Americans DieAnnually;Could Be Avoided


